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1. Introduction
Let G be a connected non-compact semi-simple Lie group. We assume
that G has a complex form Gc and a compact Cartan subgroup H. The
quotient manifold D = G/H carries a G-invariant complex structure and a
G-invariant hermitian metric. Then, corresponding to each character λ of H,
one can construct a homogeneous hermitian line bundle X
x
=Gx
 HC over D.
Let Hl(X
λ
) be the q~th square-integrable 3-cohomology space with coefficients
in the bundle «i?
λ
, i.e. the Hubert space of all square-integrable ^-valued
harmonic (0, #)-forms on D. P.A. Griffiths and W. Schmid [4] have obtained
some vanishing theorems for these cohomology spaces, assuming that the
character λ is sufficiently non-singular.
Now the manifold D does not necessarily admit a G-invariant Kahler
metric. In fact, P.A. Griffiths and W. Schmid used a non-Kahler hermitian
metric on D. The purpose of this paper is to prove certain vanishing theorems
for these 3-cohomology spaces under the assumption that D has a G-invariant
Kahler metric. The main result is Theorem 2 in §7. In some cases, our result
is considerably better than the one given in [4]. (cf. §7. Example)
In §2, we recall some facts about Lie algebras and homogeneous vector
bundles. In §3 and following sections, we assume further that the Riemannian
symmetric space GjK is hermitian symmetric, where K is a maximal compact
subgroup of G containing H. Under this assumption, we introduce canonically
an invariant complex structure and an invariant Kahler metric on the manifold
D. Next, we shall define in §4 the q-th square-integrable 8-cohomology space
Hl(X
λ
) on D with coefficients in X
x
. Also we shall give explicit formulas for
the differential operator d and the inner product on the space of all compactly
supported J?
λ
-valued C "-forms on D.
In [1], A. Andreotti and E. Vesentini expressed the Laplace-Beltrami
operator • on a hermitian manifold in terms of the metric connection and
showed that this expression of • becomes simpler if the manifold is Kahlerian.
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In §5, we construct the metric connection in the bundle X
x
 and the Riemannίan
connection of D, applying Wang's results about invariant connections.
Moreover, in §6, we express the operators 3, δ and • in terms of these con-
nections. From the fact that the metric on D is Kahlerian, we get a simple
explicit formula for the operator Π (cf. §6. Proposition 2). In §7, we shall
prove the main vanishing theorem. In this proof, we use the criterion for the
vanishing of square-integrable 9-cohomology spaces which has been established
in[l].
Finally, the author wishes to express her hearty thanks to Prof. S. Murakami
who suggested this program to her and gave helpful advices in the preparation
of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
Let G be a connected non-compact semi-simple Lie group. We denote by
g0 the Lie algebra of left invariant vector fields on G and by g the complexi-
fication of g0. Throughout this paper, we assume that G has a compact Cartan
subgroup H. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G which contains H.
Let ϊ0 and ί)0 be the subalgebras of g0 corresponding to the subgroups K and
Hy and f and r) the complexifications of ϊ0 and §0 respectively. For each #eg,
we denote by x the image of x under the conjugation of g with respect to the
real form g0. Let Δ be the set of all non-zero roots of g with respect to the
Cartan subalgebra f). Then, the Lie algebra g decomposes into the direct sum
where we put
gΛ = {#eg| [A, x] = <α, K}x for all
Since H is compact, each root α e Δ takes purely imaginary values on ίj0.
Thus, we may consider Δ as a subset of the dual space fyβ* of Ϊ)R= \/— 1 ί)
oy
and we have
Q* = Q~" for all
Now, let B be the Killing form of g. We denote by ( , ) the natural inner
product on ί)
Λ
* obtained from the restriction of B on fyR. Put
p { Q \ ( y y) = 0 f o r a l l
Then we have
(2.2) β = Iθt>, [I, t>]c*>, [ f c f l c l .
A root a is called compact or non-compact according as g Λ c ϊ or gΛCp. We
denote by Δϊ(resρ. Δp) the set of all compact (resp. non-compact) roots. Then
we have
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Δ = ΔΪ U Ap .
For each α G Δ , let h
Λ
 be the element of f) such that
(2.3) B(h, h
Λ
) = a(h) for all
Then we can choose root vectors e
Λ
 e g* (αE Δ) satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(2.4) 1) [e
m
e_
a
] = h
m
,
2) I>«, «β] = 0 if α + / ? Φ θ and
3 ) [e
ayeβ] = Natβea+β if
4) e
Λ
 = £
Λ
e_
a
 ,
where the N
aβ
s are non-zero real constants, and £
Λ
= —1 if α ^ Δ ϊ and £
Λ
= 1
if α e Δ p [5]. Moreover, the N
aβ
s satisfy following equalities:
(2.5) N_
Λ>_β=-N
Λfβ
For convenience, we define N
Λβ
=0 if α + β φ θ and α + M Δ . We denote by
{ω*|αGΔ} the left-invariant 1-forms on G which are dual to {e
a
\a^A}.
We consider the quotient manifold D=GjH. In the decomposition (2.1)
of g, we put
Then, we have
(2. 6) g0 = ϊjoθno, [ί)0, n o ] c n o ,
and D is a reductive homogeneous space. The tangent space of D at the point
o = eH may be identified with the subspace rt0 of g0, where e denotes the
identity element of G. Now, let π: H-+GL(E) be a representation of if in a
complex vector space E. We denote by E* the homogeneous vector bundle
over D associated with the representation π of H. Let AP(E^) be the space of
^-valued C°° ^>-forms on D. A form in AP(E^) can be identified with an un-
valued C°° ^>-form φ on G satisfying the conditions
( θ(h)φ = -π(h)φ(2.7) V* V ^ for all
( t(h) 0
where θ(h) and /(A) denote the operator of Lie derivation and interior product
by the vector field h and π is the representation of f) in E induced by the
representation π of H [7]. Let C°°(G) be the space of all complex-valued
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p
C°°-functions on G. Let n* be the dual space of tt and Λπ* the p-th exterior
product of π*. For an ordered ^-tuple C=(λ 1, •••, λ^ ,) of roots, we put
Let Λ be a set of ordered ^-tuples such that {ωc \ C e Λ} forms a basis of
P P
An*. The vector space C°°(G)®E® An* is generated by monomials Fωc with
F<=C°°(G)®E and C e Λ . By (2.7), the space AP(E«) can be identified with
p
A
p
the subspace of C°°(G)®E® n* consisting of all elements <p=Σ F
c
ω
c
 satis-
fying the condition
(2. 8) hF
c
 = -
π
(h)F
c
+( \C\,h>F
c
.
for all C G Λ and λef), where \C\ =X1-\ \-\p and hFc denotes the differen-
tiation of the function F
c
 by the vector field h. In particular, the space
A°(E
ηe
) is identified with the subspace of C°°(G)®E consisting of all elements
FtEC°°{G)®E such that
hF=-π(h)F for all h(ΞΪ).
3. Homogeneous Kahler manifolds
Let G be a connected non-compact semi-simple Lie group with a com-
pact Cartan subgroup H. In the following, we assume that there is a complex
Lie group Gc with Lie algebra g which contains G as a Lie subgroup corre-
sponding to the subalgebra g0.
We introduce an ordering for the roots and denote by Δ + the set of all
positive roots with respect to this ordering. Put
n+ = Σ <f > *_ = Σ β'* .
Then we have
(3.1) g = § θ n + θ t t _
π + = n_ ή_ = n+
[fj, n + ] c n + , [n+, n j c n + .
For the quotient manifold D=G/H, the complexified tangent space of D at the
point o may be identified with the vector space n = n + 0n_, and then, by
(3.1), D has a G-invariant complex structure such that the holomorphic tangent
space of D at o corresponds to n+. This complex structure of D can also be
obtained in the following way. Let B be the Borel subgroup of Gc corres-
ponding to the Borel subalgebra § φ π _ of g. The group G acts on the
homogeneous complex manifold GC\B. Since we have
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the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup G Π B is §0. Therefore, H is the
identity component of the subgroup G[)B and GΓiB normalizes H. The
normalizer of H in G is compact and H is a maximal compact subgroup of the
Borel subgroup B. Hence we have
and D=GIH is identified with the G-orbit of eB in GcjB. Since
dim Gc/B = dim tt+ = dim G\H ,
D is open in GcjB and D has a G-invariant complex structure as an open sub-
manifold of GC\B. Then, it is easily seen that the holomorphic tangent space
of D at o corresponds to n+ [4].
In the following, we will assume that the Riemannian symmetric space G/K
is hermitian symmetric. By (2.2), the complexified tangent space of G\K at eK
may be identified with p. Let p+(resp. p_) be the subspace of p corresponding
to the holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) tangent space of GjK at eK under
this identification. We know that there exists an element h0 belonging to the
center of ϊ0 such that
(3.2) ft,,]
It follows that
[p+,p+] = O, [p., p.] =
[l
and in particular
Hence, we see that for some subset Δ
o
 of Δ
P+ = Σ 9Λ. P- = Σ Q-" •
We may choose an ordering for the roots in such a way that the roots belonging
to Δ
o
 are all positive, i.e.
(3.3) Δ 0 - Δ + Π Δ p .
We choose such an ordering once for all, and introduce an invariant complex
structure on D defined by this ordering.
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Lemma 1. There exists an element τ offyR* satisfying following conditions:
ί (α, τ ) > 0 for all a^A+f]At
( (a, τ ) < 0 /ore// α E Δ + ί l Δ p .
Proof. Since the element hQ belongs to the center of ϊ0, we have
a(V^ίh
o
) = O for
By (3.2) and (3.3), we have also
a(\/— 1 h0) = — 1 for
We denote by τ0 the element of ί)#* such that
B(h, yj — 1 λ0) = τo(A) for all
Then, we obtain
( 0 for a<=A+ΠAt(α, τ0) = j( —I for α G Δ + Π Δ p .
On the other hand, we know that for the element ρ=— 2 a of ^
Λ
* we have
(p, α ) > 0 for α<=Δ+. Therefore, if we put τ=p-\-cτ0 with a sufficiently large
constant c, we get
ί (α, p)>0 for
1 (^ > p)+c(a9 τo)<O for αGΔ+ΠΔp. q.e.d.
Now, let T be an element of §R* satisfying the condition (3.4). Using this
r, we shall construct an invariant Kahler metric on D. We define a complex
symmetric bilinear form B
r
 on π—X] gΛ by the following formula:
αseΔ
(3. 5) B
τ
(e
ay eβ) - Bτ(e_a> e_β) = 0
B
τ
(e
Λ
, e_β)= — δ
Λ > β ( α , T)
for α, / ? G Δ + . Clearly, J5T is invariant under the adjoint action of H on π and
the restriction of B
τ
 on the real subspace n
o
 = nΠg
o
 is a positive-definite
symmetric bilinear form on τt0. Define the endomorphism / on π by
( y/ZZΐχ for
Jx = ]( —\Z-\x for
Then we have also
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for all Λ J G Π . Therefore, we can define a G-invariant hermitian metric on
D such that the metric on the tangent space of D at o corresponds to B
r
 | n0
on rt0. The Kahler form of this hermitian metric corresponds to the complex
2-form Ω on G given by
We see easily that
rfΩ-0.
Thus the metric on D induced by BT is Kahlerian. We denote by gr this
invariant Kahler metric on D.
REMARK. In the above, we constructed an invariant Kahler metric on
D under the assumption that the symmetric space GjK is hermitian and the
natural projection G\H->G\K is holomorphic. Conversely, it is known that
if the manifold D has a G-invariant Kahler metric, then GjK is hermitian
and the fibering G\H->G\K is holomorphic [2].
4. Homogeneous line bundles and square-integrable d-cohomology
spaces
Let D=G/H be the homogeneous complex manifold of 2n real dimension
with the G-invariant Kahler metric g
τ
. Let λ be a character of H. We con-
sider the homogeneous real line bundle X
λ
=G X
 HC over D associated with λ.
Let B be the Borel subgroup of Gc such that the quotient manifold GC\B
contains D as an open submanifold (cf §3). The character λ can be extended to
the unique holomorphic character on B [3]. We can consider the homogeneous
complex line bundle GCXBC over G
c/B. Then, the bundle X
λ
 is isomorphic
to the restriction of the bundle G c χ
β
C o n D a s a real line bundle. Therefore,
X
λ
 has a G-invariant complex structure as an open submanifold of G c X
 B C.
We get thus a hermitian line bundle X
λ
 with a natural hermitian metric in the
fibers.
Let Ap'g(X
λ
) be the space of all X
λ
-valued C°°-forms of type (p, q) on D,
and A%'q(X
λ
) the subspace of all compactly supported forms in Ap'g(X
λ
). The
hermitian metric on D defines the complex linear operator * of Ap'q(X
λ
) into
An~g>n~p(X
λ
). On the other hand, the hermitian metric on the fibers of X
λ
gives rise to a conjugate linear isomorphism
*f: Ap>*(X
λ
)->Ag>p(X
λ
*)
where J?
λ
* is the complex dual bundle of X
λ
. We define an inner product ( ,)
onA°0'<(Xλ)by
= \
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for φ, ψ in A°0'
q(X
λ
). Let L02'q(Xλ) be the completion of A%>\XX) with respect
to this inner product. The type (0, l)-component of exterior differentiation
defines the differential operator
5: A° '(Xk) - A°'«
Let δ: A^iXJ-^A0'"-1^) be the formal adjoint operator of d. We define
the Laplace-Beltrami operator • by
Then the space
= {φ<=ΞLl'\X
λ
) n A°>«(X
λ
) I Uφ = 0}
is called the q-th. square-integrable θ-cohomology space of D with coefficients
in the bundle X
λ
. (cf. [1]).
Let π_* be the dual space of π_ and Λπ_* the q-th exterior product of
n_*. We denote by {aiy •••, an} the set of positive roots Δ + . For an ordered
<7~tuple of positive roots A=(ail, •••, aig)> we put
ω == ω iΛ Λω %Q .
Let % be the set of all ordered ^-tuples A=(aiiy •••, aiq) such that l^ίt1< ~<
igtίn. Then the space C°°(G)®Λπ_* is generated by monomials fω~Λ with
f^C°°(G) and .4<=2Ϊ. From the discussion in §2, the space A°'q(X
λ
) is
identified with the subspace of C°°(G)® Λπ_*. Let φ= Σ /A^~Λ be an
element of C°°(G)(g)An_*. Then, according to the condition (2.8), φ belongs
to A°'g(X
λ
) if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
(4.1) hfA = <-\-\A\,hyfA
for all A^ty, and λ e § , where λ is the representation of f) induced by the
character λ of H. Under this identification, the space A% q(X
λ
) corresponds to
3. subspace of Co(G)® Λπ_*, where Co(G) is the space of all compactly sup-
ported functions in C°°(G).
Now, we give an expression of the inner product on A%'q(X
λ
). The
bilinear form B
τ
 on n induces the following hermitian inner product B~ on π_:
B-(e_
ay e_β) = Bτ(e_a, e_β)
= **A-ε*(<*> τ))
9
From B~, we obtain the hermitian inner product ( , )_ on Λπ_* as follows:
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(ω"A, ω~β)_ = 0 if (^)Φ(β)assets,
-A -A ( 1 \
Let dg be a G-invariant volume element of G. Then dg defines an inner
product ( , ) G on C%(G). These inner products ( , )_ and ( , ) G define an inner
product on Co(G)®Λtt_* in a canonical way. In fact, for two elements
q
φ= Σ fAω~Λy ylr= Σ gAω~Λ m Co(G)(g)Λπ_*, this inner product (φ, ψ) is
given by
= ^ Π (-r-A^Vί U gAdg.Z _ J
The following lemma asserts that if we choose a suitable volume element dg of
G, the inner product on Ao'q(J?
λ
) is the restriction of this inner product ( , ) on
the subspace A°0'
q(X
λ
).
L e m m a 2. If we choose a suitable G-invariant volume element dg on G,
the inner product of A%-q(X
λ
) is given by the following formula:
(*>,*)= Σ Π (-7-71-τ) ( f
where φ= Σ fAω~Λ and ylr= Σ SAω~A are forms in A%'q(X
λ
).
A^Ά AW
Proof. We apply the methods used in the proof of Proposition 5.1 in [7],
Let dvD be the G-invariant volume element on D determined by the metric gτ.
Then, we can choose invariant volume elements dg on G and dh on H such that
f{g)dg = ( ( f f{gh)dh)dvD
JD JH
for all / G C O ( G ) ([5], p. 369, Theorem 1.7). Let p: G-+D be the natural
projection. Then we have
(4.3)
for every compactly supported C°°-function / ' on D, where vH is the volume of
H with respect to dh.
For a root α, E Δ + , we put
V/ 2
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T h e n , {#
Λ i, •••, xany ί^, •••, 'xan} is a basis of π and we have
We take_a point p(g)(g^G) in D. By (4.4), {/>*(*
βl),, - s M * * Λ > />*fci)*>
m
"jp*(χa
n
)g} *s a basis of the complexified tangent space of D ztp(g) such that
gτ(P*(x*i)g>P*fcj)g) = S. y ,
where />* is the differential of p. For a sufficiently small neighbourhood £/ of
p(g) in Z>, we can find (1, 0)-forms θ\ •••, θn and (0, l)-forms θ\ ..., ^M such that
Let £> and ψ be forms in ^o'9(=£
λ
). We denote by Σ /^ω'^resp. Σ gA<»~Λ)
q A^Ά A^sm
an element of CQ{G)®/\X\_* which corresponds to φ (resp. ψ) under the
identification of A%'Q(X
λ
) with the subspace of Co(G)(g)Λn_*. The forms φ
and ψ are written on U in the form
Ψ= Σ tf
ίrίί
Ψ= Σ ^v.^
Then, we have
(4 5) Uiv..iq(p(g)) = φpCgiPΛ^Jg
= v(g,
where ^ is the projection of Gx C onto X\=GxHC. Similarly, we have also
(4 6) viv.
On the other hand, by the definition of the inner product ( , ) on A% q(X
λ
)y we
have
where ( , )
χ
 is the inner product on the fibers of X
w
 By (4.5) and (4.6), we get
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Therefore, by (4.3), we obtain
(*>,*)= Σ Π
AW Aa<=A \ Sa(a, τ)/ JD
=
 Σ
 π ( ί — V Γ ^ . ^ l * .
Thus, taking — ^ as a G-invariant volume element of G, we obtain the
lemma. q.e.d.
For later use, we give an expression of the operator d due to [4]. First,
we define some operators. Since we have
[π_,π_]cπ_,
the vector space π_ is an π_-module under the adjoint representation, and so
π_* is also an π_-module. Then the action of e_
Λ
(a^A+) on n_* is given by
/A ^ _Q { N_Λβω*~β if / 3 - α G Δ +(4.7) e_
Λ
ω~
β
 = ' .( 0 otherwise.
This action of n_ on n_* is extended to Λπ_*. On the other hand, for
#e=n+ andyen_, we put
x
.y= [x,y]
n
_
where [x, y]
n
 is the π_-comρonent of [x, y]. Then, since ^ 0 n + is an
π+-module, π_ becomes an π+-module, and so n_* is an π+-module. The
action of φ G Δ + ) on n_* is given by
(4.8) e
a
ω~
β
 = N
atβω-"-
β
 .
q
This action of rt+ on n_* is also extended to Λπ_*. In the case q=0, we
o
define e
Λ
c—0 and e_
a
c=0 for C G C = ΛΠ_*. Moreover, we define the operators
Q q + 1
e(ω~*); Λπ_* -> Λπ_*
Q q-\
i(ω~*); Λπ_* -> Λπ_*
by the following formulas:
(4. 9) e(ω~*)ω~Λ = ω~*/\ω~Λ
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ί (
ω
- ) = 0 on C =
(4. 10) j i(
ω
-")ω-A = 0 if
ι) = ω~A if
0
Now, returning to the holomorphic line bundle _Γ
λ
, from the definition of
the complex structure of X
κ
, we obtain the formula
(4. 11) d(fω) Σ (e-
a
f)o>Λω + Σ f
= Σ {l®e{ω-»)){{e_
a
f)ω-A+\-fe_
a
ω-
A)
for each monomial fω~A^A°'g(X
λ
), where 1 denotes the identity operator in
5. Connections
Let D=G/H be the homogeneous complex manifold with the G-invariant
Kahler metric g
r
 induced by B
τy and let Xλ~>D be the homogeneous hermitian
line bundle defined by the character λ of H. In this section, we will discuss
the metric connection in the bundle X
λ
 and the Riemannian connection of D.
We consider the bundle X
λ
 -» D. By the reductive decomposition (2.6) of
the Lie algebra g, we can define a canonical G-invariant connection in the
principal bundle G->D=G/H. This connection in G->Z) induces a connec-
tion in the associated line bundle X
λ
^D. We denote by V
λ
: A\XK) -*A\Xλ)
the covariant differentiation with respect to this connection. It is easy to see
that for a C°°-section/: G-+C of X
λ
, V
λ
/ is given by
(5.1) V
λ
/ = Σ *
Λ
/ ® ω * .
REMARK. The connection V
λ
 in X
λ
 is the metric connection in the
hermitian vector bundle J?
λ
 i.e. the connection of type (1, 0) such that for C°°
sections /, / ' of X
x
 we have
where d is the exterior differential operator and ( , )j* is the hermitian inner
product on the fibers of X
λ
 [4].
Now, we consider the tangent bundle T(D) of D with the Kahler metric g
τ
on the fibers. The bundle T{D) may be identified with the homogeneous
vector bundle Gx
 Hn0 over D associated with the adjoint representation of H in
π 0. We denote by v the canonical projection of G x π 0 onto T(D)=GxHn0.
Let Lg0(g0^G) be the action of £0 on Z), then LgQ induces the transformation
(L0Q)* on the bundle T(D) and we have
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Ό
for (g, x)^Gxn0. Let P(D) be the frame bundle of D. We fix a basis of n(
and identify the set of all frames of π0 with GL(π0). Then the bundle P(D)
can be identified with the homogeneous principal bundle Gx
 HGL(n0) defined
as follows: The group H acts on Gx GL(n0) by
for (g, M)^GχGL(n0) and h^H. The space GxHGL(n o) is the quotient
space (GxGL(τ\Q))/H. We denote by μ the natural projection of GxGL(n0)
onto P(D)=GxHGL(n0). The transformation (Lg0)*(g0<=G) on P(D) induced
by Lg0 on D is given by
(LgMμ(gf M)) = μ(gog, M)
for (g, M)eGxGL(n 0 ) . We fix a frame uo=μ(e, 1) at the point O G D . We
will now apply the following lemma due to Wang ([6], II, p. 191, Theorem 2.1).
L e m m a 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of G-
ίnvaήant connections in the bundle P(D) and the set of linear mappings Λ
Π Q; Π 0 ^
gl(n
o
) such that
(5. 2) \μd{h)x) = Ad(h)A
no
(x)Ad(hΓ
for h^H and X G Π 0 , where Ad is the adjoint representation of H on rt0. A linear
mapping Λ
π
 satisfying (5.2) corresponds to the invariant connection whose con-
nection form ω is given by
,- ^ , , ί *d(x) if x ^ 0
( Λ
n o
(*) if ^ t ι 0
where X is the vector field on P(D) defined by the 1-parameter group of transfor-
mations (£
e
xpf*)*-
Let Λ
Πo
 be a linear mapping satisfying (5.2). The connection in P(D)
corresponding to Λ
Πo
 induces the connection in the bundle T(D). We denote
by V
Λπ
 A\T(D))-*A\T(D)) the operator of the covariant differentiation with
respect to this connection. The operator VΛ is complex-linearly extended
to the operator of A°(T(D)C) into A\T(D)C). The complexified tangent bundle
T(D)C may be identified with the homogeneous vector bundle G X
 Hn associated
with the adjoint representation of H in n. Therefore the space AP(T(D)C) is
identified with a subspace of C°°(G)(g)n® Λπ*.
Lemma 4. Let F; G->π be a section of T(D)C. Then VΛ
Π
 F(=A\T(D)C)
is given by
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(5 4) V
Λ π
/ = Σ (e
a
F+A
no
(e
a
)F)®ωa
where Λ
Πo
 is extended to the complex linear mapping of π into gl(π).
Proof. Let x be a vector field in π0, and % (resp. xD) be a vector field on
P(D) (resp. D) defined by the 1-ρarameter group of transformations (L
eκptx)*
(resp. L
eyiptx). The curve (Leκptx)*(u0) on P{D) gives rise to the vector %Uo and
the curve (L
eyiptx)(o) on D gives rise to the vector (xD)0. By Proposition 11.2
[6] II. p. 104, the horizontal lift vt of the curve Lexptx(o) such that vo=uo is
given by
where at is the 1-ρarameter subgroup of GL(π0) generated by ωUo(x). By (5.3)
in Lemma 3, we have
= μ(exp tx, (exp tAφ))'1).
Thus, when we denote by τ£ the parallel displacement of the tangent space
e^χpfAr o(^) along the curve L
eκptx(o) from exp tx o to o, we have
τ
e
0(p(tχp txy F(exρ tx))) = v(oy exp tAno(x) i^(exρ ta))
Since we have ^^^e)—(^D)o, by the definition of the covariant differentiation,
we get
(V
Λπ
/)(*
e
) = J-(exp ίΛ^J
= (xF)(e)+A
no
(x)'F(e).
Since the connection is G-invariant, we have
If we extend complex linearly the operator VΛ
Π
 to the operator of A°(T(D)C)
into A\T(D)C), we obtain the formula (5.4).
Lemma 5. Under the correspondence of Lemma 3, the Rίemannian con-
nection in T{D) is given by the following mapping
(5-5) ^4.x)y-\[x,y\0+U{x,y),
where U(x> y) is the symmetric bilinear mapping of π0 X π0 into π0 defined by
(5. 6) 2B
τ
(U(x, y), z) = B
τ
(x, [z, y]
n
) +B
τ
([z, x]^, y)
for all x, y, z e π0. Here, [x> y]n is the nQ-component of [x, y] with respect to
the decomposition (2.6) of g0.
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For the proof, see [6] II, p. 201, Theorem 3.3.
We denote by Λ
τ
 the linear mapping of π0 into gl(πo) which gives the
Riemannian connection of T(D) in Lemma 5, and by the same letter Λ
τ
 its
extention to the complex linear mapping of tt into gl(tt). Then, by (3.5) we
can calculate the mapping Λ
τ
 and we get
( 5
-
7 )
*-β = [**> e-β\
n
_
)e
β
 = [e.
Λf eβ]n+
(a
where a and β are positive roots and [x, y]
n
 (resp. [x, y]
n
_ ) is the n+(resp. n_)
component of [x, y]. By (5.5) and (5.6), we verify easily the following
property of Λ
τ
 :
(5. 8) B
τ
(A
τ
(x)y, z)+B
τ
{yy Aτ(x)z) = 0
where x, y, ^ G Π . We denote by V
τcw
o; A°(T(D)C)->A\T(D)C) the covariant
differentiation with respect to this Riemannian connection. By Lemma 4, the
operator V^c^c is given by
VTCD,cF = Σ (eΛF+Ar(ea)F)®ω*
αseΔ
for a section F; G-+n of T(D)C.
Let Θ(D) be the holomorphic tangent bundle of D. The bundle T(D)C
decomposes into the Whitney sum
T(D)C =
= (GxHn+)®(GxHn_)
where θ(D) is the conjugate bundle of Θ(D). Since
Λ » ( n + ) c n + , Λ τ (φ_)cn_
for all xen, we have
V
τa
»c(A>(θ(D)))<zA1(θ(D))
Therefore, the restriction of V
r c z
»
c
 on ^4°(Θ(D)) (resp. A\θ{D))) defines a
connection in Θ(Z)) (resp. Θ(D)) which we denote by V
Θ
 (resp. V«). The
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connection V© induces a connection V©* in the dual bundle Θ*(Z>) of Θ(D) [1],
It is easy to see that, for a section F * ; G->rt_* of Θ*(D), V©*-F* is given by
(5. 9) V
Θ
*F* = Σ (e
β
^*_*Λ
τ
(*
β
)F*)®ωβ ,
tfGΔ
where the linear mapping 'ΛT(£Λ); π_*-»rt_* is the transposed mapping of
K (e*) I
 n
 n_ -> n_ and given by
for α,
In the above, we have constructed the connections V
λ
 in X
λ
 and V©*
in Θ*(Z>). These connections give rise to a connection in the bundle
XK® Λθ*(D), where Λθ*(ΰ) is the ^-th exterior product of the bundle Θ*(Z))
[1]. We shall denote this connection by
V; A\XX® Λθ*(fl)) - A\Xλ®Λθ*(D)).
Then, for an element fω~A of A°'«(X
λ
)=A°(X
λ
® Λθ*(D)), we get
(5. 11)
where the mapping th
r
{e
c6)\ Λtΐ_*—>Λtt_* is the natural extension of the
endomorphism *Λ
τ
(e
α
); rt_*->n_*. In the following sections, we shall use
this connection V.
6. Computation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
We retain the notation introduced in the preceding sections. In this sec-
tion, we will give an expression of the Laplace-Beltrami operator • = 9 δ + δ 3 .
To begin with, we give expressions of the operators d and δ in terms of the
connection V in §5. For each £
Λ
G(j, we define a linear mapping
v*
Λ
; c~(G)®Λn_*
by the following formula:
Proposition 1. Letfω~A be a form in A°'g(X
λ
). Then we have
(6.2)
(6.3)
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Proof. By (5.10) we have
Σ *(ω-")(-<Λ
τ
(e_
Λ
)ω-e) = Σ {β~~a\T) ω~a Ae_
a
ω^
* G Δ + *<β (β, r)
for a, /3eΔ + . If we replace β—a by α in the right side, by (2.5) and (4.7),
we get also
Λ<β{βy τ )
Σ^-?i
*<β(p, T)
»o(/3, T)
-o(/9, T)
Hence, we get
2 Σ e(ω-)(-'Λ
τ
(«_>-' 1) = Σ ω-»Λe_»ω^ .
This formula can be extended to the formula for ω~Aei Λπ_* and we have
Then, by (4.11) and (6.1), we obtain
co~
A) = Σ (e-«f)ω
= Σ (e-
a
f)e(
Λ
This proves (6.2).
In order to obtain the expression (6.3) of δ, we construct the adjoint
operators of the operator e_
Λ
 on Co(G) and the operator e(ω~") and Ά
τ
(e_
ω
)
Q
on Λπ_*. For two functions/, g^Co(G)> we have
([7], Lemma 5.1). Thus, we see that
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(6.4) (e-.f,g)G = (f,-e*eag)G
where ( , )G is the inner product on Co(G) defined in §4. On the other hand,
by easy computations, we get
(6. 5) (e(ω-»)ω-A, ω"*)_ = L~A, -—A— ί(ω-)oΓ*)
* c
Λ
((Xy T) I -
q
where ( , )_ is the inner product on Λn_* introduced in §4. Also, by the
definition (5.7) of A
τ
(e
a
), we have
for each y e n and « G Δ + . Since the operator AT{eΛ) satisfies the formula
(5.8), we obtain
B-(A
τ
(e_
a
)xy y) = Bτ(Aτ(e_a)xy y)
= B
τ
(x, -A
τ
(e_
a
)y)
= B
τ
(xy -£aAτ(ea)y)
= B-(xy-SaAr(eΛ)y).
for xy y^n_. It follows that we have
(6. 6) (ΆΛOω-*, «>'*)- = (ω'Λ, ~SjA
τ
{e
Λ
)ω-B)_ .
By the formulas (6.1), (6.2), (6.4)—(6.6) and Lemma 2, the formal adjoint
operator δ of 3 is given by
= Σ j r - ^ ί l Θ i ί ω - ^ V j / ω ^ ) . q.e.d.
ei t (a, T)
Now, if a, jSeΔ+, we have the following relations among operators on
λn*:
(6. 7) e(
ω
-
Λ)e(ω-β) = -e{ω^)e{ω'a)
(6. 8) e(ω-y(o>-η+i(ω-β)e(ω-a) = S
a
,
β
(6.9) [e
m
, e{ω-η\ = e(e
a
co^)
(6. 10) [«.,»(«-")] = -i(«-.a.-")
(6. 11) e
Λ
ω ^ = Σ
β<=ά
All these are easily proved [4], and the equalities (6.9)—(6.11) hold also when
we replace a by —a.
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Lemma 6. For roots a, /3eΔ+, we have the following relations:
(6. 12) ['Λ
τ
(e
Λ
)( «(«,-")] = «CΛτ(e-)ω-'1)
(6. 13) [<Λ
τ
(α ί(ω^)] = ^ . . ω - " )
(6.14) \!K{e-
a
\ i(ω-η\ J&p
(6. 15) *ΛΛ«#)ω-Λ = Σ e('Aτ(ea)ω-β)i(ω-ηω
relations (6.12) <m</ (6.15) AoW a&o when we replace a by —a.
Proof. The equalities (6.12) and (6.15) are easily proved and (6.13) follows
from (5.10) and (6.10). We will prove the relation (6.14) on Λn_* by the
induction on q. For a 1-form ω"1, we have
'Λ
τ
(e_
β
)»(ω-'>~ i r = 0
e _
β I (ω-P)ω-v = 0 .
Hence, by (5.10) and (6.10), we get
*_
Λ
), ί(αΓ")] ω-* = - ί ( ω
On the other hand, by (4.8) we have
0 if
iV
Λ>β if a+β=Ύ.
Therefore, we obtain the equality
(a+β, T)
9-1
Now, assume that the equality (6.14) holds on the space Λπ_*. By (6.8) and
(6.12) we have
[<Λ
τ
(
e
_
β
), i(
ω
-0)]e(ω-η
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p
(7,
Since
(6. 16) ΛU,»+ί> = iV»,β ,
we get
N
β
.
β
S
Λ+β.y .
Q - l
By the assumption and (6.8), for a ^-form ω~yAω'A with ω"^eΛπ_*, we
obtain
'
 τ >
T )
This proves (6.14) and the lemma is proved. q.e.d.
We recall also following equalities proved in [4] :
(6.17) Σ iVβ,«-βΛU* = ( 2 p - α , a)
where p=— Σ ^ ([4], p. 266, Lemma 3.1), and
2 *<ΞΔ
 +
( 0 if α</3
(6. 18) (e_
Λ
ey-eye_Λ)ω-β-[e_m eΊ]ω~β = j (γ, ye)ω"γ if α-y5
for alia, /?, γ G Δ + ([4], p. 281).
Proposition 2. Letfω'Λ be a form in A°'9(X
λ
). Then
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A ) = Σ
 Γ
J
-TVe.Vg..(/ω^)
Proof. By (4.7) we have e_
a
ω~*=0 and thus
<Λ
τ
(e_
Λ
)αΓ" = 0 .
Hence, by (6.12) and (6.13) in Lemma 6, e(ω~a) commutes with *A
r
(e_
a
) and
t(ω~β) with 'Λ
τ
(^β). In particular, l(g)z(ω~β) commutes with V
e/5. Using
Proposition 1 and (6.8) we have
~
Λ) = φ8+8d)(fω-A)
=
 a
 Σ
 +
- Σ
By the definition (6.1) of V _
Λ
.and V
e
 , we get
- Σ 7 ^
*+ (β> τ ) '
By (6.14), the third term can be written as follows:
- Σ , _Λ eφiω-yie
*,
β
€
Ξ
Δ+ (a+β, T)
and by (5.10), (6.12) the fourth term as follows:
*,β€ΞΔ+ ( β , T)
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On the other hand, from the formula
[e», *_*] = K, [*-«, e
β
] = N_
Λ>βeβ_a ,
we have
Λ
(e.
a
e
β
f—e
β
e_
a
f)e(ω~<A)i(ω~β)ω~Λ
+ (β, τ)
= - Σ
* ^ Δ + {a, T)
3, T)
Here, we replace β— a by y5 in the second term and β— a by — α in the third
term. Then, by (2.5) and (4.8), we have
1
= - Σ
+ («, T)
By (4.1) in §4, the function/; G->C satisfies the following property:
Kf= -(λ+\A\,a)f for all « G Δ + .
Therefore, if we put
//• 1 Q\ OO —A. \ Γ 1 -I / / ~cύ\t A ί \t \ f \'f ~β\
«,β<=A+ (β, T )
—'Λ
τ
(ep)
we have
(6. 20) D(/ω"Λ) = V _ J -
( « , •
i (α, T)
It remains to compute the operator 3t
τ
: Λπ_*-^Λn_*. We begin with
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the operator 9t
τ
 e(ω~7) for γ G Δ + . Using (6.7)-(6.15), we will exchange the
operator e(ω~y) with the operators e(ω~Λ), i(ω~a), fA
τ
(e
Λ
) and tAT(e_cύ) ( « G Δ + )
one by one. By (6.8) and (6.12) we have
*M*-r)= Σ ^
,
 T )
+ (γ, T)
~ Σ
Δ
 ^ ^ (
,βe=Δ+ (/?, T)
~ Σ
 J ^ ^
By (5.10) and (6.8), we get
{_ a )
provided that α < 7 By (4.8) and (5.10), we have also
tA
τ
(ey)ω~β = — ^ v ω" β = ^ ω " 7 = —tAτ(eβ)ω~y ,
and thus by (6.15) we have
= - Σ ei'KXe
Therefore using again (4.8) and (6.12) we get
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(β,
+ Σ
0<:«<γ (γ,
- Σ
*βΔ
= Σ
- Σ
(TV
- Σ ^
1
-r-
_ yi
+ Σ
1
1
(AT)
r,τ)
o<«<7 (γ, T)
1
+
α
Σ
+
α β
Σ
- Σ
1
(r,τ)
1
Changing suitably the order of the terms in the above equality, by (6.19), we get
ΐ
τ
+ Σ -^—iV_
α > γ <Λ τ (« v _ α )
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+
 β ) βΣ + -ί-e('Λτ(^)ω-»M'Λτ(e_>-> (ω-0
1
Σ
)<Λ<
S^Δ.
- Σ
0<»<V (j,τ)
1
Now, by (5.10) and (6.17)
(6. 21) Σ - ^ i V _
a
,
γ
< Λ
τ
(
e γ
.
By (5.10), we have
tA
τ
(e_
a
yA
r
(e
β
)ω-> = -N
β
/A
τ
(e_
a
, T)
(7,
(β+J,
0
Hence, as for the third term in the above equality, we obtain
(6.22)
if a<β+7
otherwise.
Σ ( 7 ^ + 7
*,β<=Δ+\(/3, T ) ( γ , T )
o<<
β
 (/5 , T)
= " Σ
 {Cί
o < β ( , τ)(γ, T)
- Σ
β<«<β
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+ Σ y^e(ω
β<EΔ+ ( γ , τ )
If we use (5.10) and (6.14) and replace a+β by β in the fourth term, we have
\(/3,
β ( , T)
Hence, from (2.5), the fourth term is equal to
o<-o (γ, τ)(/3, T)
β e Δ +
As for the fifth term, we use (5.10) and replace a+β by a. Then we get
Δ , T )
= Σ -
o<«< (S, τ)(γ, T)
β e Δ +
β<*<β+ ?, τ)(γ, T)
β e Δ +
Hence, from (2.5), the fifth term is equal to
^e{ω)e{N_
a<βN,β_aω(β, τ)(γ,τ)
Therefore, the sum of the fourth and fifth term is equal to
(6.23) ^βJ^Σ J
o<«<β (γ, τ)(/3, T)
φγ,βe Δ +
Σ
 ( f ^ ^
<β ( )(/3, T)
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+ Σ e(ω
β<^+ (<y, T )
By (5.10) and (6.12), we have
L
0
By (5.10), we have also
i f a < Ύ
otherwise.
provided that α < γ . Thus, the sum of the sixth and seventh term is equal to
βe=Δ
 +
In the eighth term, we use (5.10) and replace α + γ by a. Then by (2.5) we get
- Σ -^—
»eΔ+ (γ,τ)
Therefore, the sum of the sixth, seventh and eighth term is equal to
β < O
Now, we use the equality (6.18). In the case a<β we have
(N,,
β
N_
aβ+y-N_aβNvβ_a)ω'"^-N_afyNy.aβω''-ιs-' = 0.
Since e^_
a
ω~
β
=0 for α>/3, in the case α>/5 we have also
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i.e. (N^N.^-N.^Ny.β.Jω'-e-i-N^Ny.^ω*-*-^ 0.
From (6.21)-(6.24), it follows that
(r. τ)
+ Σ -i-^ω
On the other hand, by (6.18) in the case a=β we have
(Ny,βN_ββ+y-N_β,yNy_ββ)ω-' = (γ, /
(iV
β>viV_γ,β+γ-^.V)βiVp.v>r)ω-P = (β,
Hence we obtain
(6. 25) $ϊ
τ
.e(ω-η = g(αΓ
ΐ
τ
+
(Ύ> T )
Now, we compute ίR
τ
ω
 Λ
. For a 1-form ω γ, by (5.10), (6.17) and (6.19) we
have
Σ 7 ^ Ά
τ
(e
Σ
 7 ^ = ^
1
τ
o<«<v (β, τ)(γ, T)
= Σ
o<»<^ v(γ,τ) •-.'—vr-/-
= — - — ( Σ3 N-« yNy_a Jω"γ
( 7 , T ) O<Λ<V
=
 (2p-y, γ )
ω
- y
Using the induction on the number of elements in A and applying (6.25), we
obtain easily
!R
ω
-Λ
=
i± (2p-«,v«,t)_
\t=i («( i»τ)
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(ait, T)
=
 ί
 Σ
 (2p, «) _
 Σ
 (a,β)\
 A
{ «e i (
α > T ) «,β€iA (μ, T ) J
ω~
A
where ^4=(or(1, •••, aiς). Therefore, by (6.20) the Laplace-Beltramί operator
Π is expressed as follows:
where CA is a constant depending on A. In fact, we get
CA = Σ
 ( > + l ] / ) !
 Σ
 (2p, «) _( ) ! Σ Σ(a, T) »e^ (at, T) «^e-i(o;, T)
_
 v
 (a,
«S(^Γ q e d
7. Vanishing theorems of square-integrable d-cohomology spaces
We retain the notation introduced in the previous sections. Using proposi-
tion 2 we will give vanishing theorems of the square-integrable 9-cohomology
space Hl(X
λ
). The following lemma is due to [1] Proposition 8.
Lemma. 7. Let q be an integer such that 0^q^n=dimD. If there exists
a constant c>0 such that for every φ^A%-g(X
λ
) we have the inequality
(Πφ, <p)^c(φ, φ),
then we have H%(X
λ
) = (0) .
For each character λ, put
£
Λ
(α, λ ) > 0 } .
Let q
λ
 be the number of all elements in Δ + Π Δλ. Then we have the following
vanishing theorem about O-th square-integrable 3-cohomology space
Theorem 1. Assume that q
λ
 is not zero, i.e. there exists an element
such that 6
a
(a, λ)>0. Then we have H°2(Xλ)=0.
Proof. Let/be a section in A%'0(X
λ
). From Proposition 2, we have
D/= Σ
Since K=[e
Λ
, e_
a
], we get
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• / = Σ 7~^-τKf+ Σ
 Γ
^-re_
a
e
a
f+ Σ —L-e
Λ
e_
Λ
f.
Λ e Δ + n Δ λ ( α , T) ΛeΔ+nΛλ(α, T) α>eΔ+-Λλ(α, T)
A section/: G->C satisfies the following formula:
h
a
f=-\(K)f=-(a,\)f.
By (6.4), the formal adjoint operator of e
a
 with respect to the inner product
( , ) G in Co(G) is —Sae_a (cf. the proof of Proposition 1). Hence we have
/,/)= Σ (-^%f,fh+ Σ
Here, — is positive for every positive root a. Therefore we have
(a, T)
(D/,/)^( Σ ( - ^\«eΔ+nΔλV (α, T)
If α belongs to Δ + Π Δλ, we have
_ ( α , λ ) > Q
Thus, if we assume that Δ + Π Δ λ is not empty, the bundle Xλ satisfies the
condition of Lemma 7 for #=0, and we have if 2(J?
λ
)=(0). q.e.d.
REMARK. This theorem follows also from the expression of Π on p. 282
of [4] instead of our Proposition 2.
For general #-th 3-cohomology spaces, we get the following main theorem.
Theorem 2. Let q be an integer such that 0<q^n. Assume that for any
q-tuple A of positive roots the scalar cA—^ ^—_L_P} {s positive. Then we have
«^A (a τ)(a, τ)
Proof. Let φ= Σ fAω~Λ be a form in A°0'q(Xλ). By (6.4) and (6.6), we
have
Φe
Λ
<P, ψ) = S
Λ
(φ, V
e
_
Λ
φ)
where ( ,) is the inner product in CQ{G)® ΛΠ_*. From Proposition 2, we get
Σ ( Σ ( α;(a, T)
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Put
c = min cA = min ( Σ &!*+*&) .4e2l ΛesΛαeΛ (tf, T) /
Since — — - — is positive for every positive root α, we have
(α, T)
From the assumption, c is positive. Therefore, by Lemma 7 we obtain the
theorem. q.e.d.
We note that the criterion for the vanishing in this theorem depends on
the choice of T.
Corollary 1. Assume that
(a, \+2p)>0 for
(α, λ+2p)<0 for
Then we have Hq2(Xλ)=(0) for all q^l.
Proof. By the assumption, we have
(α, T)
Since cA=^caf cA is positive for any q-tuple 4^ provided that q^ 1. By
αiei
Theorem 2, we obtain the corollary. q.e.d.
We consider the case #=0. From Corollary 1, if we have (α, λ)<—(α, 2p)
for all α G Δ + n Δ p , w e obtain H%(Xλ)=0 for #φθ.
Now, let XX be the dual line bundle of X
x
 and Θ*(D) be the dual bundle
of the holomorphic tangent bundle of D. By Theorem 1.2 in [8], we obtain
the Seere's duality
(7. l)
On the other hand, the bundle Xf is the homogeneous line bundle associated
n
with the charactor λ"1 of H. The bundle Λθ*(ΰ) is the homogeneous line
n n
bundle G χ # Λ π + * associated with the representation /\Ad% induced from the
adjoint representation Ad+ of H in xι+. Therefore
The differential of the charactor X'^AAd^ is —λ—2p. By Theorem 1, 2
and (7.1) we obtain the following corollaries.
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Corollary 2. If we assume that <7_
λ
_2P is not zero i.e. there exist a root
« G Δ + such that Sa(a, λ+2p)<0, we have Hn2(£x)={ϋ).
Corollary 3. Let q be an integer such that 0^q<n. Assume that for any
q-tuple A of positive roots the scalar dA= 2 -—-—- is negative. Then we have
From Corollary 3, we have also the following.
Corollary 4. We assume that
(α, λ )<0 for all αeΔ+ΠΔf
(α, λ) > 0 for all
i.e. q
λ
=n. Then, we have Hq2(Xλ)=(0)for all q^n-1.
EXAMPLE. Let G=SU(2, 1) and T be the subgroup of G consisting of all
matrices
M 0 0\
U=l 0 u2
\0 0 u3/
where u^ 17(1) ( ί = l , 2, 3) and det t / = l . We denote by K=S(U(2)x 17(1))
the subgroup of G consisting of all matrices
where t / e U(2), v^ U{\) and det U v=l. Then, H is a compact Cartan sub-
group of G and K is a maximal compact subgroup containing H. The com-
plexification of the Lie algebra of G is g = §I(3, C) and the subalgebra ί) is
given by
0 0
» -
ί
λ f GC,
0 0
The root system of g with respect to the Cartan subalgebra ί) is given by
We choose a fundamental root system {\
x
—λ2, λ2—λ3} and take an ordering
for the roots corresponding to this system. Then, the positive root set is
Δ + ={λj — λ2, λ2—λ3, λ2—λ3} and we have
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= {λ,-λ2}
3 = | λ 2 λ,3, \i — λ 3 } .
Let a be a positive real constant, and put
/0 0 0\
A,= 0 -a 0ι
\0 0 a
Figure 1.
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Let r be an element of f)R* corresponding to hτ^ΐ)R with respect to the Killing
form of g. Then, the element T satisfies the condition (3.4). Hence, we have
the homogeneous complex manifold D=G/H with the invariant Kahler metric
g
r
. The space f)R* is generated by \1 and λ2 over R. The set of all elements
of §R* which are the differentials of charactors of H is given by
for all
(α, a)
i.e. {λ =
We can consider a character λ of H as a lattice point in R2. As for the
vanishing of the cohomology space Hl(X
λ
), our theorems give the following
figures (cf. Figure 1). Here, the space Hl(X
λ
) vanishes for all characters
belonging to the shadowed domains.
On the other hand, the vanishing theorems in [4] are written as follows:
There exists a positive constant η such that, if the character λ statisfies
|(λ, a)\ >v for every α e Δ , the space Hl(X
λ
) vanishes for all <7Φ#
λ
. In the
case of this example, we can see that a positive constant η must be larger than
12 and the above condition on λ is equivalent to the following inequalities:
\m\>6η, \n\>6ηy \m—n\>6η.
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